Freshman English is a survey class designed to give students an introduction to the skills they will develop throughout high school. For this reason the coursework is varied, but for much of the year we will consider the characteristics of a hero and what our heroes can tell us about ourselves. This summer reading assignment will begin that exploration.

**Heroes have extraordinary abilities. In fiction, they may even have supernatural powers.**

A hero’s gifts may be artistic, intellectual, spiritual, or physical.

Heroes often must prove themselves in great struggles. These are the times when they – and we – discover their true character.

Heroes can have glamorous jobs. They may also be ordinary people. Either way, they use their abilities to help others.

**English 9 students:** Your summer reading assignment is to read at least one book about a heroic person or main character from the English 9 Summer Reading List. In the fall you will be asked to reflect on the nature of the heroism depicted in the book.

**Honors English 9 students** must read at least two books, one of which must be The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian by Sherman Alexie. You will write an impromptu analysis of the book during the first week of class. Detailed directions for the impromptu will be given on the first day of class, but you can prepare for it by paying attention to character and theme development as you read the novel. The second book must be from the Honors 9 Summer Reading List. You’ll write a review of this second book during the first weeks of school. Of course, we encourage you to read far more than two books! Read widely! Follow your interests! The storytellers of the ages are beckoning!

Questions? Email Mr. Paul Cierpial – paul.cierpial@berkleyschools.org